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1 INTRODUCTION

Internet routing and forwarding are vulnerable to attacks
and misconfigurations that compromise secure commu-
nications between end systems. With networks facing ex-
ternal attempts to compromise their routers [3] and in-
siders able to commandeer infrastructure, subversion of
Internet communication is an ever more serious threat.

Much prior work has proposed to improve commu-
nication security with secure interdomain routing pro-
tocols (e.g., S-BGP [10] and so-BGP [12]). We argue
that solving the problem of secure routing is both harder
and less effective than directly solving the core problems
needed to communicate securely: end-to-end confiden-
tiality, integrity, and availability. Secure routing proto-
cols focus on providing origin authentication and path
validity, identified as necessary by the IETF to secure
BGP [7]. Unfortunately, these properties are both too lit-
tle and too much:

Secure routing is too little: As we discuss further in
§2, secure routing does not completely address the core
problems in secure communication. For example, it can-
not prevent adversaries on the communication path from
eavesdropping or modifying data traffic. Hosts must still
use end-to-end cryptography to defend against these at-
tacks. Similarly, secure routing cannot detect or prevent
packet loss due to data-plane bugs, misconfigurations, or
attacks.

Secure routing is too much: The mechanisms be-
hind secure routing, both cryptographic and adminis-
trative, are painfully heavy-weight. They require router
hardware upgrades for cryptographic processing, time-
consuming maintenance of address registries, and a new
public key infrastructure (PKI).

Recognizing that a secure version of BGP will be dif-
ficult to deploy, yet provide only limited protection, we
ask: what is the best division of labor between end sys-
tems (end hosts, or edge routers acting on behalf of end
hosts) and the routing infrastructure to provide secure,
robust communication? The answer, we argue, is that the
routing infrastructure must only provide availability, i.e.,
enable an end system to find a working path to the valid
destination as long as such a path exists. End systems can
provide confidentiality and integrity as needed.

Following this model, we present Availability Centric
Routing (ACR), which is based on three principles:

1. End systems learn multiple paths to a destination.

2. End systems monitor end-to-end integrity and path
performance to determine if a path is working.

3. End systems can change paths to find one that
works.

By propagating multiple paths per destination instead
of one “best path,” ACR thwarts an adversary’s attempt
to prevent a source from hearing a valid path to a desti-
nation. Taken together, ACR has several interesting ad-
vantages over traditional secure routing schemes:

• Using alternate paths can circumvent data-plane
availability threats, such as malicious drops, mis-
configured ACLs, link DoS, and transient routing
issues.

• Significant gains in resilience are achieved even if
only a few interested domains cooperate.

• Adoption is simplified because no address registry,
AS-level PKI, or router cryptography is required.

• Performance, usually at odds with security, also
benefits from path diversity.

ACR achieves robustness by treating learned routes as
possibilities, not certainties. With this approach, control-
plane security (e.g., S-BGP) is an optimization to help
ACR find valid paths quickly by avoiding spurious
routes, rather than a requirement for communication se-
curity.

2 THREAT MODEL

Reliable Internet communication can be impaired by at-
tackers who compromise routers or by link DoS, fail-
ures, bugs, and misconfigurations. In a traditional threat
model, attackers can tamper with data or impersonate
identities (violate integrity), snoop on traffic (violate
confidentiality), or deny service (reduce availability). In
this section, we first examine why only the last of these
threats—availability—requires support from the routing
infrastructure. We then examine in more detail the ways
an attacker might attempt to deny availability.

Integrity can be provided end-to-end using well-
known cryptographic techniques (Message Authentica-
tion Codes) along with shared secret or public key au-
thentication schemes. Data confidentiality is similarly
easy to protect using encryption. This leaves availabil-
ity as the remaining threat. Unfortunately, cryptography
cannot get packets across a path that drops or misdirects
all traffic.

Control of a router, legitimate or illegitimate, grants
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significant power to compromise communication secu-
rity in both the control and data planes.

Control Plane: An attacker can influence the global
flow of traffic by falsifying BGP routing information. By
announcing a victim’s IP prefix or manipulating the AS
path, an adversary can draw traffic to its own routers,
where it can observe, modify, or drop data and imperson-
ate the destination. An attacker can also prevent a portion
of the Internet from hearing the valid route announce-
ment, “black-holing” traffic to the victim. We term the
use BGP route announcements to maliciously attract traf-
fic a “control-plane” attack. Secure BGP proposals im-
pede, but do not prevent, attackers from mounting such
attacks by providing origin authentication and path va-
lidity. 1

Data Plane: Despite reducing an attacker’s ability to
attract traffic, a secure control plane cannot prevent ma-
licious routers or insiders that manage to be on a legit-
imate communication path from observing, modifying,
or misdirecting traffic. Nor does control-plane security
protect against link DoS, or misconfigured packet filters.
We term these threats “data-plane” attacks. Data plane at-
tacks are particularly troublesome because BGP (secure
or not) will not switch away from a “best path” even if it
becomes effectively useless for a particular application.

Because control-plane security must still be aug-
mented with end-to-end techniques to guarantee integrity
and confidentiality, we argue that the only property that
the control plane must provide is availability; that is, it
must guarantee that a sender will hear about a valid path
to the destination if one exists. The control plane may
provide information regarding what AS paths are likely
to be legitimate, but this information is not a requirement
for communication security.

A more subtle threat to confidentiality is traffic anal-
ysis, which gleans information simply by observing the
pattern of communication between hosts even when data
is encrypted. Fortunately, traffic analysis is more diffi-
cult than simply black-holing traffic, because it requires
that the attacker not only be able to intercept traffic, but
also to re-inject it to the correct destination. We suspect,
but leave for future work, that the use of path selection
heuristics as described in §3.4 will make traffic analysis
difficult for all but the most well-connected ISPs. In the
case of either ACR or a secure BGP, senders in need of
strong protection against traffic analysis are best served
by techniques like mixnets[6].

A final threat comes from attackers who advertise un-
allocated or unused address space, as is sometimes done
by spammers to avoid IP address blacklists [14]. We
do not consider preventing these announcements to be

1For example, secure BGP cannot prevent announcements that at-
tract traffic by violating BGP policy, such as a customer redistributing
routes heard from one provider to another.

a central requirement for robust routing, because they
do not undermine communication security and are only
weakly related to the fundamental economic incentives
that fuel the spam problem.

3 AVAILABILITY CENTRIC ROUTING

The goal of availability-centric routing is to enable end
systems to communicate securely even if portions of the
network infrastructure are controlled by an adversary.
ACR uses four components. First, one or more transit
ASes act as availability providers (APs) that provide the
edge with multiple routes for each destination. Second,
sources using ACR cryptographically verify the iden-
tity of the destination host or network, to confirm that
the chosen route reaches the correct destination. Third,
ACR end systems securely monitor communication per-
formance; if performance is too poor, for whatever rea-
son (a situation-specific definition), they signal ACR to
use a different path. Fourth, the ACR end systems dis-
tribute traffic over one or more paths supplied by the
AP by applying selection algorithms that quickly iden-
tify working paths with high probability.

3.1 Multipath via Availability Providers
To provide path choice in a legacy, single-path BGP en-
vironment, ACR includes mechanisms to advertise mul-
tiple paths for a single destination and then direct traffic
onto these alternate paths. This approach is akin to pro-
posed multipath schemes like MIRO [18]. Availability
providers give the network edge access to multiple paths
via a (presumably paid) AS-level deflection service. End
systems can avoid failures by redirecting traffic to differ-
ent paths.

An availability provider maintains a route repository
containing all routes learned from BGP peering sessions
with neighboring ASes. The repository may be popu-
lated by passive BGP sniffers at peering links, or by a
BGP monitoring protocol. Customers can request routes
on demand from their AP (e.g., if their current path is
not working), or subscribe to a feed of paths to particular
destinations using either a custom protocol (future work)
or the proposed add-paths extension to BGP [17].

Sources use alternate paths by tunneling packets using
IP encapsulation (e.g., L2TPv3 [11]) to deflection points
in the AP’s network. Paths from the route repository in-
clude the deflection point IP address, the encapsulation
method to use, and a deflection forwarding identifier.
This tunneling can be performed at line rate by high-end
routers [8] and enables decapsulated packets to circum-
vent normal BGP routing using directed forwarding. Di-
rected Forwarding uses an alternate forwarding table to
route packets based on the deflection forwarding iden-
tifier included in the encapsulation header. After decap-
sulation and directed forwarding, subsequent routers for-
ward the packet normally. Access to the deflection ser-
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Figure 1: Control-flow of “availability monitoring” in ACR.

vice can be efficiently controlled by light-weight authen-
tication “cookies” such as those found in L2TPv3.

3.2 End-to-End Integrity Check
To work, a path must connect the source to the cor-
rect destination. ACR allows end systems to authenticate
destinations in whatever way they choose, from generic
mechanisms such as IPsec or SSL to application-specific
approaches like DNSSEC.2 Many important protocols,
including HTTP, SMTP, SSH, and SIP, already support
both client and server authentication, and we argue that
the majority of important Internet communication al-
ready occurs over secure channels like SSL or IPsec.
Importantly, ACR does not require that all hosts and/or
routers participate in a PKI. For example, with HTTPS,
clients commonly present no authentication credentials
to the server at all, and instead dynamically establish a
secret used to verify the integrity of all further packets.

3.3 Availability Monitoring
Detecting availability attacks requires the ability to mon-
itor a network flow and determine if the current path is a
usable route.

In the context of Figure 1, consider a general-purpose
availability monitor within the TCP stack of an end host
using IPSec for end-to-end security. A call to connect()
causes the path-selection component to select an initial
route. TCP sends a SYN packet and sets its retransmis-
sion timer. If the timer expires before the SYN/ACK
comes back, the monitor records the event and may
change to an alternate path before retransmitting. Sim-
ilar monitoring occurs for all data transfered. With TCP,
the “flow performance record” consists primarily of state
the protocol already keeps to manage reliable delivery,
but could be augmented with retransmission or timeout
counters to track recent path performance. This record
must be reset each time a new path is selected, but
no TCP-specific behavior or state is modified. Received
packets are verified for integrity using IPsec and are dis-
carded if the check fails, so that paths with adversaries

2 Note that because encryption is not required for integrity, it is
needed only if the application requires confidentiality.

manipulating packets will cause time-outs that result in a
path switch.

While this example monitor is simple and general,
ACR can work with any type of availability monitoring
the edge chooses to employ. In particular, edge routers
could use monitoring schemes similar in spirit to Lis-
ten [16] or Stealth Probing [4] to detect and switch away
from bad paths on behalf of clients. Alternately, applica-
tions like VOIP clients that already incorporate protocol-
specific monitoring could use this information to signal
a desire for a different path.

3.4 Path Selection Algorithms
Path selection algorithms should quickly locate working
routes, to minimize the time to recover from failures or
attacks. These algorithms are triggered by the availabil-
ity monitors when failures are detected (Figure 1). Path
selection algorithms can combine topological informa-
tion (e.g., AS-paths from insecure BGP) with external
knowledge (e.g., known AS connectivity or history of
good routes) to select candidate paths. ACR treats this
information as hints, not truth, because the information
may be stale or inaccurate depending on its source. Path
selection could explore several paths in parallel to further
reduce recovery time at the expense of additional band-
width. Selection can be assisted by heuristics such as:
Static destination connectivity hints: Destinations that
care about availability are likely to know their upstream
connectivity. ACR can use this knowledge to give the
edge “hints” to quickly identify promising paths. BGP
paths that are inconsistent with the connectivity hint from
the destination receive lower priority in the path explo-
ration process. Because their consistency is not critical
(they affect only priority) static hints can be distributed
ahead of time, out-of-band, or via replicated repositories.
Route stability heuristics: Many Internet routes, partic-
ularly those to popular destinations, are quite stable [15].
ACR could take advantage historical route information
to identify good paths more quickly. Unlike schemes that
discard routes that fail historical tests, and so require ex-
ceptionally low “false-positive” rates, ACR will still use
“anomalous” routes if (and only if) they work correctly
end-to-end.

Path ranking and selection can be handled by an end
host, an edge router, or even the AP to simplify the func-
tionality at the edge network.

4 ACR WITH LIMITED DEPLOYMENT

In the long term, we envision ACR being used with a
globally deployed multipath protocol like MIRO[18]. Yet
we demonstrate in §5 that deployment by even a single
tier-1 ISP provides customer ASes significant availability
improvements in the face of routing attacks.

However, “legacy providers” still running single-path
BGP complicate the limited deployment scenario. For
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example, if a destination D has only a single (legacy)
provider P, and P believes and propagates a false route
for D, no availability provider would be able to reach
D. Therefore, ACR, when deployed at limited locations,
requires additional light-weight control-plane counter-
measures (simple BGP filters, see §5) to prevent such
control-plane availability attacks. Before evaluating the
resilience of limited ACR deployment we cover two is-
sues related to using ACR in a legacy environment.

Resisting sub-prefix hijacks: With BGP, an attacker
can announce a sub-prefix more specific than a legitimate
advertisement. This attack is highly effective because the
sub-prefix propagates to all ASes and all routers will for-
ward traffic to the more specific sub-prefix. In ACR, if a
destination D is not directly connected to its AP, pack-
ets sent by the AP to D via a legacy provider P may be
misdirected to an attacker if P believes the attacker’s sub-
prefix.

To counter this attack, a sequence of legacy providers
between D and the AP must not believe the attacker’s
sub-prefix. ACR ensures this by emulating “flat address-
ing” using /24’s, which is the longest prefix most ISPs
will accept (i.e., it cannot be sub-prefix hijacked). In the
example above, D can announce its prefixes as /24’s to
P, so that P will not divert packets. P can safely aggre-
gate the /24’s before announcing them to peers or cus-
tomers, and must announce the longer-prefixes only to
one upstream provider. This chain terminates at a tier-
1 provider, who is directly connected to other AP’s and
thus assures that there is a complete path from any AP
to D that cannot be sub-prefix hijacked. Effectively, up-
stream providers accept a moderate increase in routing
table size to increase availability for their customers,
while the global routing table size remains unaffected.3

CIDR addressing, the root cause of sub-prefix hijacks,
is also troublesome for other proposals for secure rout-
ing. For example, sub-prefixes in forwarding tables can
lead to discrepancies between control and forwarding
plane paths, lessening the benefit of a verified BGP AS-
Path. Similarly, prefix aggregation significantly compli-
cates origin authentication. While we propose an incre-
mental measure for dealing with CIDR above, ultimately
we feel that a more sound architectural choice is to move
toward a flat addressing model for the Internet.

Resisting deflection point hijacks: A BGP hijack
could also block a subscriber from reaching its AP’s
deflection points if the subscriber’s direct upstream
provider did not support ACR.4 Fortunately, the num-

3 We have heard from operators that announcing smaller subnets
into the global routing table to resist sub-prefix attacks is not uncom-
mon today. ACR offers similar protection but without polluting global
tables.

4This customer would have an incentive to switch to an ACR-
speaking ISP, but we also believe that customers can benefit from using
a “remote” (i.e., non-first-hop) availability provider (§6).

ber of deflection point prefixes would be quite small, and
they are found within stably connected core networks.
These properties facilitate “defensive filters” that explic-
itly deny route announcements for special destinations
on all but a few peering sessions.

5 EVALUATION

We explore the effectiveness of ACR and its countermea-
sures in the context of today’s Internet. In our evaluation,
each path may contain at most one deflection point and
only a few ASes offer deflections. Our experiments ex-
amine ACR’s performance against an attacker who an-
nounces an IP prefix that belongs to a victim network.
Method: We run simulations on an AS-level graph based
on July 2006 RouteViews data with AS relationships
inferred using Gao’s algorithm [9]. The route selection
policy prefers customer-learned routes over peer-learned
routes, and prefers provider-learned routes the least, with
ties broken using AS-Path length. Each trial has one le-
gitimate AS and a set of attacking ASes that all announce
the same prefix. We vary the number of malicious ASes,
performing 100 trials for each configuration.
Result 1: A single tier-1 availability provider sig-
nificantly increases routing robustness compared to
stubs using either single-path BGP or intelligent
multi-homing. Figure 2 charts the average reachability
of the legitimate destinations versus the number of at-
tacking ASes. The bottom line (Single-Path BGP) shows
the average success rate of all stub ASes in reaching the
destination using normal BGP. We simulate intelligent
multihoming by testing all stub ASes with exactly five
providers to see if any of their five BGP-learned routes
are valid.5 The availability providers for the Tier-1 AP
data include all ten ISPs commonly thought to not pur-
chase transit from another ISP, and makes the reasonable
assumption that these ISPs offer deflections on all BGP-
learned paths. The results indicate the average success
rate for these any end system that is able to use just one
of the tier-1 APs.

While intelligent multihoming sources can select from
multiple paths, only a tier-1 availability provider expos-
ing multiple BGP-learned paths to the same destination
provides strong resilience to hijacks. ACR works so well
because topology and the common BGP policy of pre-
ferring customer-learned routes forces an attacker to be
“local” (a customer of all of a destination’s providers) to
prevent the AP from hearing a legitimate announcement.

Result 2: ACR’s availability benefits can be further
improved using easily-deployed BGP filtering local to
the victim. As shown in Figure 2, adversaries are some-
times assigned to local ASes, reducing the Tier-1 AP suc-
cess rate to 95% with many attackers (e.g., second from

5A selection intended to capture stubs that have invested signifi-
cantly in network availability.
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Figure 2: Success rate of sources reaching a hijacked desti-
nation when using different degrees of path diversity.

top line, far right). To defeat these adversaries, legacy
ISPs can employ a tactic already common among large
providers today: filtering routes from customers to ac-
cept only prefixes that the customers own and have reg-
istered. As a result, these filters block malicious adver-
tisements by other customers. Unlike filtering to protect
the legacy BGP system (which must be performed glob-
ally), these filters need only be applied locally by some
of the valid destination’s transit providers. The results of
applying such filtering at the ISPs between the tier-1 AP
and the destination are shown by the “filters” lines. The
results show that filters provide complete protection with
a tier-1 AP, but provide only incremental benefit for in-
telligent multi-homing or single-path BGP.

Result 3: The time to find a valid route is reason-
able in the face of many adversaries, and simple con-
nectivity hints from the destination further speed the
process. Figure 3 shows the average number of paths a
source must explore, averaged over all Tier-1 APs, with-
out the benefits of destination filtering. The Origin AS
Hint case assumes that the source knows the correct AS
originating the prefix being probed, while Origin + x
Hint indicates knowledge of all upstream providers up
to x hops from the origin (see §3.4). Note that by not in-
corporating historical knowledge of working routes this
analysis represents a scenario significantly more chal-
lenging than the likely common case.

Without external topology information, ACR explores
paths based only on their AS-path length. ACR must test
a few paths per attacker before finding a working path,
which we feel is not unreasonable. However, guiding
path selection with some prior knowledge of topology is
more efficient, requiring probing only a few paths even
for large numbers of attackers. The topology hints force
an adversary to pad its AS path to include the correct
topology, which makes the path longer and less attractive
to the shortest AS-path heuristic. Using these heuristics,
ACR helps reduce outages to short “hiccups” in connec-
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tivity experienced while it explores new paths.

6 DEPLOYABILITY

ACR emphasizes low barriers to adoption: ACR sim-
plifies deployment because it does not require crypto-
graphic hardware in routers and because the functionality
needed for path deflections is already widely available.
Robustness for applications already using SSL or IPSec
could be deployed immediately, with no dependence on
an AS-level PKI and address ownership registries.
ACR benefits from backward compatibility: Chang-
ing a critical part of the Internet infrastructure raises sta-
bility and reliability concerns. Because ACR runs along-
side BGP, not as a replacement, operators can evaluate it
on operational networks without the need for a parallel
test infrastructure. Additionally, failures within ACR are
isolated from BGP. As a result, unlike many secure re-
placements for BGP, legitimate use or misconfiguration
of ACR is unlikely to result in worse reachability than is
provided by legacy BGP, because the single-path legacy
BGP route is still available for use.
ACR provides well-incentivized deployment: We envi-
sion deflection services being offered in two ways. First,
core networks can offer deflections to their directly-
connected transit customers. This could give an ISP a
competitive advantage: customers will receive improved
resilience against attacks and gain the ability to select
paths that perform better.

The second deployment scenario is to offer a remote
deflection service to ASes that are not direct transit cus-
tomers. This service would enable customers of legacy
ISPs to gain many of ACR’s benefits. This remote deflec-
tion service is more technically challenging to offer, but
as §5 showed, even deployment by a single large ISP can
provide greatly improved attack resilience. An AP can
offer remote deflection service more cheaply than nor-
mal transit service because (1) availability customers do
not need a physical router port and (2) a tier-1 AP also re-
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ceives more overall transit revenue because of increased
traffic entering its network for deflections. As a result,
stubs with both types of providers need not be “double-
charged” for their connectivity.

7 RELATED WORK

ACR is similar in spirit to seminal work performed by
Perlman [13]. Secure routing has been pursued exten-
sively in academia and industry; due to space constraints,
we refer the interested reader to a recent survey of BGP
security research [5]. ACR’s path selection can bene-
fit from secure routing protocols, but remains effective
without them.

Popular current approaches for robust routing use
overlay networks [2] or multi-home the edge [1]. While
these techniques improve availability against many fail-
ures, we know of no studies that examine their resilience
to deliberate routing attacks. Our evaluation suggests that
they cannot withstand powerful adversaries that use BGP
to globally disrupt routes to a destination.

Many clean-slate source-routing architectures either
do not address security (e.g., NIRA [19]), or conflict
with operational practices (e.g., feedback based rout-
ing [21]) by requiring the disclosure of routing policies
often guarded today by non-disclosure agreements.

Recent work on router-level deflections [20] offers
a complementary technique that provides finer-grained
path diversity, but with less source control over how
packets are deflected; ACR could leverage such tech-
niques to help avoid adversaries within an AS.

8 CONCLUSION

ACR demonstrates that communication security can be
achieved without securing the routing protocols. Because
properties such as confidentiality and integrity can, and
often already are, provided end-to-end by applications
requiring strong security, this paper argues that avail-
ability is the only property that the routing system must
provide. Availability, we believe, is better achieved by
lightweight, incentive-compatible mechanisms to expose
multiple paths to the network edge than by heavyweight
secure routing techniques.

By recognizing that many applications today already
require and use end-to-end security, ACR presents a
novel and compelling point in the routing security de-
sign space. ACR demonstrates that robust routing and
forwarding are in fact achievable given building blocks
already common on the Internet today, and that the
adoption of these mechanisms can occur in a well-
incentivized and incremental way. Because ACR also
provides strong protection from data-plane adversaries
and failures, we believe its principles are a worthwhile
addition to the routing security toolbox, regardless of
whether a secure version of BGP is eventually deployed.
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